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Sugarcane is a clonally propagated crop of economic importance in tropical ar-
eas and is mostly used for production of sugar, ethanol, energy and animal
feed. Cultivars are hybrids between two autopolyploid species, the domes-
ticated “noble cane” Saccharum officinarum L. (2n=80) and the wild Saccharum
spontaneum L. (2n=40-128). In this study genomic selection was evaluated as
a tool to increase efficiency in the breeding program. A population of 1882
clones from two breeding cycles was genotyped by sequencing resulting in a
filtered set of 55k SNPs, providing extensive genome coverage. This population
was phenotyped for plot weight, Brix, fiber and sucrose content, with replicated
measurements taken on first season crop and ratoon crop harvests. Broad-sense
heritabilities ranged from 0.69 to 0.90. Genomic prediction accuracy was as-
sessed with genomic best linear unbiased prediction models in two ways: for
clonal prediction of the genotyped clones and for parental prediction of their re-
spective progenitors. In clonal prediction accuracies ranged from 0.07 to 0.39 in
cross validation within a breeding cycle, and 0.01 to 0.32 in predictions across
cycles. In parental prediction accuracies varied from 0.14 to 0.17 for Brix, and
from 0.20 to 0.26 for plot weight. We observed a strong genotype by year in-
teraction effect leading to reduced accuracies when predicting across breeding
cycles. The genomic predicted breeding value using progeny data, achieved
similar accuracies as clonal prediction. These results could be taken into account
in the deployment of genomic selection for a sugarcane breeding program. We
also investigated the use of high dosage information in the representation of
SNP data from sugarcane. Association analysis and genomic prediction were
performed using four fiber traits, for a continuous marker representation that
can represent high dosage of alleles, and for a discrete representation, that is lim-
ited in distinguishing heterozygous from homozygous states. We observed an
increase in the number of significant hits in association tests when using dosage
coding. In genomic prediction, differences were small between continuous and
discrete coding, but in most of the cases there was an advantage when using
continuous coding.
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CHAPTER 1
INTRODUCTION
1
1.1 Sugarcane: the crop
Sugarcane is cultivated in tropical and subtropical regions across the world, the
top producer countries being Brazil, India and China (fig. 1.1). Despite not be-
ing among the top 10 crops in cultivated area in the world (fig. 1.2), its high pro-
ductivity makes it the first in total production. In 2016, world total sugarcane
production was 1,890,661,751 tonnes and the second crop, maize production,
was 1,060,107,470 tonnes (fig. 1.3) (FAO, 2018). Sugarcane uses mainly sucrose
for energy storage, which is the component extracted for its most common uses:
production of sugar and ethanol. Outside the sugar industry, sugarcane is also
used for animal feed, and human consumption as juice, sweets and alcoholic
beverages. Ethanol from sugarcane is also produced as biofuel in Brazil, consid-
ered an important form of reduction in greenhouse-gas emissions (Goldemberg
et al., 2008). As an energy source, the sugar industry also utilizes the fiber, that
remains from juice extraction, for electricity production.
Sugarcane related wild species are Saccharum spontaneum L., that has center
of origin and diversity in India, and a broad distribution in tropical and sub-
tropical regions, and S. robustum Brandes and Jewiet ex Grassl, with a center of
diversity in New Guinea (Ming et al., 2010).
The cultivated species for sugar are S. officinarum L., from New Guinea, S.
barberi Jeswiet, from India, and S. sinense Roxb. from China. S. edule Hassk.,
cultivated from New Guinea to Fiji, is used as a vegetable (Ming et al., 2010). S.
officinarum is thought to have been derived from S. robustum, whereas S. barberi
and S. sinense were derived from hybridization between S. officinarum and S.
spontaneum as revealed from in situ hybridization results (D’Hont et al., 2002).
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Figure 1.1: Sugarcane production (in total tonnes) per country in 2016 (last
available data). Showing top 15 countries (FAO, 2018).
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Figure 1.2: Planted area (in hectares) per crop in 2016 (last available data).
Showing top 15 crops (FAO, 2018).
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Figure 1.3: Production (in total tonnes) per crop in 2016 (last available
data). Showing top 15 crops (FAO, 2018).
Irvine (1999) proposed that the genus Saccharum be divided into two species:
S. spontaneum and S. officinarum.
The first breeding programs of sugarcane started in 1888, after two indepen-
dent observations that it was possible to produce viable seed in crosses, in 1858
in Java, and 1859 in Barbados (Ming et al., 2010). Early breeding utilized S.
spontaneum, for resistance to diseases and stresses, in crosses with S. officinarum,
with hybrids being backcrossed to S. officinarum to retain sugar productivity.
Those initial crosses were so successful that the crosses were not repeated even
though they could have contributed to broadening the genetic basis (Jackson,
2005). Subsequent breeding mainly focused on crosses between the new hy-
brids.
Given that the original species are autopolyploids, so are the modern sug-
4
arcane cultivars, with chromosome numbers from 100 to 130 (Piperidis et al.,
2010). Its huge genome size, the polyploidy and other features such as aneu-
ploidy contribute to complexity in any investigation of sugarcane’s molecular
make up. In spite of that, recently sugarcane had its first genome reference se-
quence published (Garsmeur et al., 2018), covering a monoploid version of the
polyploid chromosome set.
1.2 Why genomic selection in sugarcane?
Genomic selection was presented in the seminal paper by Meuwissen et al.
(2001), where it was proposed to use the whole set of DNA derived molecu-
lar marker information to predict total genetic values or breeding values. The
molecular markers should be widely distributed across the genome, and due to
the consequent large number of features involved, the statistical models used
had to perform feature selection of covariates to be included (exemplified in the
least squares estimation with features selected by association analysis), or in-
troduce some form of penalization in the model complexity, as presented in the
methods BLUP, BayesA and BayesB (Meuwissen et al., 2001).
Reduction in genotyping costs was necessary for actual implementation of
those ideas, with progress first in animal breeding and then in plants as well
(Lorenz et al., 2011, Heslot et al. (2015)).
The long breeding cycles from sugarcane (more information is presented on
chapter 3) would benefit from early and accurate selection of clones if provided
by molecular makers (Jackson, 2005). Studies on association of traits and molec-
ular markers have been successful only in few traits, with more limited success
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in the case of complex traits (more on chapter 2). On the other hand, genomic
selection has the potential to tackle complex traits, under the assumption that a
large number of genomic regions with small effects affect the trait.
1.3 Thesis structure
The thesis was structured in four chapters, the current chapter and three written
in the form of publications. Chapter 2 evaluates the use of genomic selection
for sugarcane in order to predict clone performance. Chapter 3 evaluates ge-
nomic prediction in the context of selection of parents for a breeding program,
and chapter 4 makes use of genomic prediction and association tests to confirm
whether the encoding of dosage information in molecular marker data is useful
for quantitative studies in sugarcane.
Genomic selection for sugarcane has been first described in the paper by
Gouy et al. (2013), utilizing a collection of clones from different countries around
the World. A prediction of total genetic values of the clones was also reported.
This is similar to our analyses in chapter 2, but utilizing clones from a sugar-
cane commercial breeding program in Brazil. We also analyzed different traits,
among them yield that is relevant for clone selection, and requires larger plots
not available in the study by Gouy et al. (2013).
On chapter 3, we move on to a kind of analysis not yet available in the sug-
arcane literature, that analyzes the performance of genomic prediction for selec-
tion of parents. This provides another opportunity for application of genomic
selection in a breeding program, its advantage in comparison to clone prediction
is presented in the corresponding conclusion section from this chapter.
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All chapters, 2, 3 and 4, make use of the same datasets of molecular markers
and field phenotypic records. These datasets will be described in detail in the
chapter 2, methods section.
Chapters 2 and 3 make use of the molecular marker information with a sim-
plified representation (coding), in which only the presence or absence of alleles
are coded. Since sugarcane is a polyploid species, molecular marker data could
be more informative if dosage information was encoded as well. Nevertheless,
this is not a straightforward procedure, and is a question under investigation
in sugarcane scientific literature. We approached this topic in chapter 4, taking
advantage of the demonstrations already carried out in chapter 2 as a baseline
for genomic prediction, and also performed genome wide association tests.
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CHAPTER 2
GENOMIC PREDICTION OF CLONE PERFORMANCE IN SUGARCANE
8
2.1 Introduction
Sugarcane is a crop of commercial importance for many tropical and subtropical
regions in the world and ranks 3rd in total value and first in biomass production
according to FAO figures (FAOSTAT, 2016). Sugarcane products include sugar
(crystallized sucrose, used in the food industry), ethanol (used as biofuel or in
beverages), animal feed and electricity (produced from biomass left after juice
extraction) (Hoang et al., 2015). Its center of origin lies in the New Guinea is-
land, where domestication of Sacharum officinarum took place (Ming et al., 2010).
The modern cultivated varieties are derived from crosses between Sacharum of-
ficinarum and Sacharum spontaneum, an undomesticated species that brought sig-
nificant improvement for disease resistance and for yield into the domesticated
genetic background. Both species are polyploids and their interspecific crosses
resulted in cultivars with chromosome numbers ranging from 80 to 120, and
ploidy ranging from 8 to 14. It has been recognized that its genetic complexity
poses significant challenges for determining the molecular basis for many of its
traits.
Genetic mapping efforts in sugarcane date back to the 90s (Wu et al., 1992;
Grivet et al., 1996; Ripol et al., 1999). Quantitative Trait Loci (QTL) mapping
in biparental populations has been reported for traits of agronomic importance
such as sugar content (Ming et al., 2001, 2002a; Aitken et al., 2006; Piperidis
et al., 2008; Pastina et al., 2012; Liu et al., 2016), biomass and yield components
(Hoarau et al., 2002; Ming et al., 2002a; Aitken et al., 2008), flowering (Ming et al.,
2002b), and diseases (McIntyre et al., 2005; Raboin et al., 2006; Aljanabi et al.,
2007). QTL mapping using association panels has also been reported for many
of those traits (Wei et al., 2006; Banerjee et al., 2015; Gouy et al., 2015; Racedo
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et al., 2016). With the exception of alleles for brown rust and root rot resistance
(McIntyre et al., 2005; Le Cunff et al., 2008), other marker-trait associations have
not been confirmed in independent populations.
Identification of QTL presents opportunities for studying the molecular bi-
ology of the traits and can be a tool for improvement of traits in breeding pro-
grams (Lande and Thompson, 1990). Effect size of QTL and linkage disequilib-
rium between markers and causal loci are key parameters that determine the
usefulness of associated markers. Nevertheless, quantitative traits are inher-
ently difficult to map and often are not confirmed in independent validation
experiments. In this context, genomic selection (GS) (Meuwissen et al., 2001)
has been proposed as an alternative strategy for improving quantitative traits
in breeding programs. In GS there is a shift from statistical estimation of marker
causal-loci association and its effect on a trait, to the statistical prediction (ge-
nomic prediction, GP) of the genetic value or breeding value for the trait, using
all molecular marker information available. Its use in plants has been studied
for many crops (reviewed in Heslot et al. (2015)) and was first demonstrated in
sugarcane by Gouy et al. (2013).
In the study of Gouy et al. (2013), a population comprised of 334 accessions
representing sugarcane diversity from the main growing regions around the
world was used to assess genomic prediction for disease resistance, Brix and
yield component traits. As pointed out by authors, in spite of the high accura-
cies obtained, the performance of genomic prediction in the context of a breed-
ing program needs to be validated. It is important to note that sugarcane yield
is more effectively measured through the total biomass weight of plots (used to
derive the value for tons of cane per hectare (TCH) and Pol, which is a mea-
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sure of sucrose content. Those are key traits used in the selection of advanced
sugarcane clones in commercial breeding programs (Jackson, 2005; Ming et al.,
2010).
Sugarcane is perennial and clonally propagated, with the first harvest taking
place one year after planting followed by two or three additional harvests. The
process of multiplying clones to obtain enough propagation material for plant-
ing a yield plot takes about five years. For evaluation in multiple locations,
even more time is required. During those initial years selection is performed
on high heritability traits or on less important traits. Also evaluation of more
than one harvest is essential as the performance on the first crop (plant crop)
does not accurately predict the following harvests (ratoon crops). Taking that
into account, the release of a new sugarcane variety will take around 12 years,
and identification of new clones as high performance parents takes roughly the
same amount of time. In this context sugarcane breeding programs would ben-
efit from accurate predictions of yield related traits, if possible at earlier stages
in the breeding program. Consequently, genomic selection could play a role in
improving efficiency of a breeding program.
The goal of this project was to determine genomic prediction accuracies us-
ing data from the first stage in which yield data were available in a commercial
breeding program. Data from two breeding cycles were analyzed, so that the
predictions made with data from one year can be compared to the measure-
ments obtained in a different cycle.
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2.2 Materials and methods
2.2.1 Plant material and phenotypic data
Plants used in this study came from two breeding cycles performed at CTC -
Centro de Tecnologia Canavieira - located in Piracicaba, São Paulo, Brazil. In the
Cycle ’05 a total of 1,732 full sib families were evaluated in a trial with two repli-
cates (from which data of 1,718 families are available) (table 3.1). Each replicate
of a family consisted of 68 genetically distinct individual plants, and measure-
ments of Brix (average of sample of plants) and plot weight (Weight, total cane
weight in kilograms from a plot) were taken from the plant crop (1st harvest).
This step represented the Stage 1 of this cycle. For the Stage 2 plants, 9,207 clones
from Stage 1 (belonging to 1,556 different families) were visually selected, clon-
ally multiplied and planted in one replicate, which was evaluated for Brix. Stage
3 consisted of 1,233 clones from Stage 2 (representing 673 families), which were
clonally multiplied a second time and planted with two replicates (table 3.1).
For Stage 3 the phenotypes available were: Brix, Pol (sucrose content in cane
juice as % of biomass, measured by polarimetry), fiber and Weight. For the Stage
3 the phenotyping occurred in two periods: for 607 of the clones, measurements
were taken early in the season (March - April), and for the other 626 clones, mea-
surements were taken late in the season (July-August), plus three checks were
in common between the measurements. Furthermore all traits were measured
in the plant crop (1st harvest) and the ratoon crop (2nd harvest).
For Cycle ’06 a new set of full sib families were used. The evaluation and
selection performed in this cycle were similar to Cycle ’05, with different num-
bers. In Stage 1, data from 1,457 full sib families were available (table 3.1). In
12
Stage 2, 9,184 clones from 1,266 families were available and in Stage 3, 866 clones
(420 early and 446 late, plus three checks) corresponding to 490 families were
available.
Approximately 25% of the parents used for the crosses in Cycle ’05 were also
used in crosses for Cycle ’06, but no single biparental cross was repeated in Cycle
’06. All clones had their pedigree recorded, with an average depth of 10 gen-
erations (Atkin et al., 2009). Due to the selection that occurred within a Cycle
(from Stages 1 to Stages 3) the size of families present in Stage 3 were variable, as
presented in fig. 2.1.
Table 2.1: Field data overview. Number of genotypes, phenotypic records and related statistics are presented,
organized by their originating Cycle, Stage and Season if applicable.
Cycle Stage Season Recordsa Genotypesb inKc Families Females Males Total # parents Planting Year Harvest Years
’05 1 - 3943 1718 0 1718 605 147 650 2005 2006
’05 2 - 9379 9209 1 1558 580 146 637 2007 2008
’05 3 early 2680 610 534 389 246 69 280 2009 2010/2011
’05 3 late 2768 629 572 443 246 94 293 2009 2010/2011
’06 1 - 3122 1457 0 1457 629 137 681 2006 2007
’06 2 - 9592 9187 2 1269 633 160 699 2008 2009
’06 3 early 1824 423 259 273 198 89 255 2010 2011/2012
’06 3 late 1976 449 397 285 216 88 274 2010 2011/2012
Total 35284 16805 1755 3322 1240 249 1306
Note: a Number of field records per trait, including replicates and checks. b Refers to families when Stage 1, clones when Stage 2 and 3. c Genotyped
individuals, includes checks.
2.2.2 Statistical analysis of phenotypic data
Plants were laid out in the field in units called Sets. Within each Set, Row and Col-
umn information was available describing the relative spatial layout of plants in
the field. Each Set was divided into super-blocks, each of them being comprised
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Figure 2.1: Number of clones evaluated per family in Stage 3, for both Cycle
’05 and Cycle ’06.
of two blocks (in the case of Stage 1 and Stage 3 datasets) in a Randomized Com-
plete Blocks Design, or one block (in the case of Stage 2 dataset). Each individ-
ual genotype or family is present in only one super-block, with the blocks being
their replicates (two in Stage 1 and Stage 3, and only one in Stage 2). Checks are
present across all blocks so that the super-blocks taken together form an Aug-
mented Blocks Design. Taking into account this field configuration, phenotypic
measurements were analyzed in a linear mixed model in order to extract ad-
justed means for each genotype in the study. This was done in two steps. In the
first step each Set was analyzed independently to determine what spatial corre-
lation structure best fit the data. For each trait and Set combination a model was
used as defined by:
yijk = µ+ αi + βj[i] + gk + eijk (2.1)
Where yijk: trait measurement, µ: overall mean, αi: effect for Super-block
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i, βj[i]: effect for Block j nested within Super-block i, gk: effect for genotype k,
which is a given clone in the case of Stages 2 and 3 datasets, and a cross in Stage
1 dataset and eijk: residual error. Both µ, αi and βj[i] were considered fixed ef-
fects, and gk and eijk random effects, Normally distributed as gk ∼ N
(
0, σ2gI
)
and eijk ∼ N (0, σ2eR), with σ2g the genetic variance, I the identity matrix, σ2e the
residual variance, andR a correlation matrix for the residual effects. In this this
first step, different possibilities for R were tested: the identity matrix so that
residuals were assumed independent, first order autocorrelation matrices for
Row and Column (only Row, only Column, and both), and second order autocor-
relation matrices for Row and Column. All those matrices were parameterized
accordingly. Then Akaike’s Information Content (AIC) was used to select the
best model for that Set and trait combination.
In the second step, for each trait a model with the following shape was fit:
yijkl = µ+ δi + αj[i] + βk[i,j] + gl + eijkl (2.2)
Where terms already present in eq. 2.1 had the same meaning here, and the
term δi was the fixed effect for each Set i. This model was fitted to all data, across
Sets. The matrixR had a different formulation too, being equal toR =
⊕n
i=1Ri,
the direct sum of the best matrix Ri for Set i in the first step. The parameters
that definedRi were fitted again in this last model.
All model fitting at this point was run in statistical package R (R Core
Team, 2016), using Restricted Maximum Likelihood (REML) in Asreml package
(Gilmour et al., 1995). The Best Linear Unbiased Estimates (BLUPs) obtained
from models fitted using eq. 2.2 were subsequently used as the total genetic
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value of each genotype for a given trait.
Clone based broad sense heritability estimates were obtained for each Set as:
H2 =
σ2g
σ2g + σ
2
e/r
(2.3)
Where σ2g and σ2e were the variance estimates obtained in the first step de-
scribed above and r is the number of replicates in each experiment, which was
equal to two for Stage 1 and Stage 3 datasets, and equal to one for the Stage 2
dataset.
2.2.3 Genotypic data
Molecular marker data were obtained only for clones in Stage 3 from both Cycle
’05 and Cycle ’06. Genotyping was carried out by Rapid Genomics, Gainesville,
FL, USA, using methodology similar to Bundock et al. (2012) and Song et al.
(2016). In brief, DNA was extracted from leaf samples and fragmented through
sonication, generating random length fragments from the genome. A set of
40,000 probes of length 120 base pairs were designed from publicly available
sugarcane expressed sequence tags (Vettore et al., 2003), and then used for cap-
turing the DNA fragments that hybridized to the probes, yielding genome com-
plexity reduction to fragments that show sequence similarity to the probes. Cap-
tured fragments were sequenced and their sequencing reads were aligned back
to the probe sequences. Assuming the set of reads that align to a given probe be-
long to the same locus in the genome, but could originate from different alleles
at the given locus, the set was used for SNP calling, taking into account the se-
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quencing quality and variation in single bases among those aligned sequences.
This procedure resulted in an initial set of 245,923 putative SNPs from 1,882
different clones or cultivars. These SNPs came from 31,808 different probes so
not all probes resulted in detected polymorphic sites, with an average of 7.73
SNPs per probe. Marker genotypes were coded 0, 1 and 2 for observation of
only the reference SNP allele from the probe sequence, both alleles and only the
alternative allele, respectively in the sequencing reads.
Because of the polyploid and heterozygous nature of sugarcane a low dosage
allele may be missed in the genotyping if it is derived from a small number of
reads. For this reason, criteria for filtering the initial set of SNPs were devel-
oped. Using the repeatability of genotype calls for 19 replicated DNA samples,
it was observed that 50 reads per individual genotype minimized the differ-
ence between replicates but resulted in a drastic reduction in the number of
markers, compromising genome coverage. The final filtering criteria included
a minimum of 30 reads per individual genotype, less than 75% missing data,
more than 5% of the clones having an alternative allele, and less than 25% miss-
ing clone data. Using these criteria, the final set of markers had 54,675 SNPs
in 1,778 different clones and cultivars. And those SNPs came from 12,125 dif-
ferent probes, with average of 4.51 SNPs per probe. The filtering process gen-
erated missing data, which was imputed using the weighted k-nearest neigh-
bors imputation (kNNI) method with k = 4 (Troyanskaya et al., 2001; Rutkoski
et al., 2013), and using the correlation between molecular markers, instead of
Euclidean distance to determine the k nearest markers.
Finally SNP data were used to obtain a genomic relationship matrix (K) as
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in:
K =
MM t
k
(2.4)
WhereM is the mean centered molecular marker matrix with SNP informa-
tion in columns and individuals in rows. The scaling constant k does not impact
prediction accuracies, but here it was chosen to be mean(diagonal(MM t)) so
that theM diagonal has comparable scale to the pedigree derived relationship
matrixAwhich also has a mean diagonal value close to 1.
The molecular marker data were further explored in two ways. First, in
order to observe the overall genome coverage and distribution of molecular
markers, the probe sequences were aligned to the sorghum genomic sequence
(Paterson et al., 2009) and statistics about the counts of markers per megabase
segment were registered. Also, in order to observe the relation between linkage
disequilibrium and marker coverage, the association between pairs of markers
belonging to probes that aligned to the same chromosome were computed for
one random clone per full sib family, using the Pearson correlation as the statis-
tic. Second, the population structure due to overall molecular similarity among
genotyped sugarcane clones was analyzed through Principal Component Anal-
ysis, obtained by the single value decomposition of theK matrix.
2.2.4 Genomic prediction and validation
Genomic predictions were performed using a genomic BLUP method (Meuwis-
sen et al., 2001) with two kernels, one for pedigree data and another for molec-
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ular marker data, as represented by the linear mixed model:
yi = µ+ ui + vi + ei (2.5)
Where yi uses the BLUP estimates from the step in eq. 2.2 for a given trait,
µ is overall mean, and the remaining terms are random effects with distribu-
tions as ui ∼ N (0, σ2uA), vi ∼ N (0, σ2vK), ei ∼ N (0, σ2eI), with I , A and K as
mentioned in the previous sections.
In order to compare predictions based on pedigree relationships with pre-
dictions based on molecular marker relationships, alternative configurations of
this model using either the ui term or the vi term were also tested.
Assessment of quality of predictions was performed using cross-validation
within Cycle ’05 dataset and through prediction across cycles. In the former
setting, records were randomly assigned to 10 subsets, and each subset was
used for validation (so their phenotypic value yi was assigned as missing) of the
model trained based on the remaining sets. This process was repeated six times
with different random subsetting assignments (i.e. a 10 fold cross validation,
with 6 replicates). In the latter setting, all the data from Cycle ’05 were used as a
training set, and Cycle ’06 as validation set.
In each step prediction accuracy was estimated as the average of the Pearson
correlation between the predicted values (ui + vi) and the observed values (yi).
This process was repeated for each trait considered in this study.
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2.3 Results
2.3.1 Molecular information from sugarcane clones
A sugarcane genome reference sequence is not yet available, but coverage can
be assessed using the sorghum genome as reference, which has more than 90%
similarity to the sugarcane genome (Ming et al., 1998; Wang et al., 2010). The
probe sequences, which were the origin of the detected SNPs, were aligned to
the sorghum genome and the number of SNPs present in each genomic position
was plotted as histograms in fig. 2.2. Despite the reduction in the number of
markers, the genome was well covered. This analysis has inherent limitations
because of the lack of a sugarcane genome reference sequence and also due to
the polyploid/aneuploid nature of sugarcane in contrast to diploid sorghum.
Also probes might be tagging multiple alleles at the same locus in homologous
chromosomes and in different loci in the genome (paralogous regions). Nev-
ertheless, using the alignment of probe sequences to the sorghum genome, we
assessed the distance and association between neighboring markers in the final
set of filtered SNPs. On average there were 4.51 SNPs per probe, and the me-
dian distance between neighboring probes is 10,717 base pairs (the distribution
of distances was skewed and the average was 54,366 base pairs). The average
absolute correlation between markers in neighboring probes was 0.08. Given
that the average absolute correlation between markers within the same probe
was 0.12, there was a relatively high association between markers across neigh-
boring probes.
The Principal Component Analysis (PCA), obtained from the single value
decomposition of the covariance matrix between genotypes (due to similarity in
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Figure 2.2: Alignment of markers to the sorghum genome (Paterson et al.,
2009) shows overall genomic coverage of markers. Histograms
of the count of probes in bins of 1Mb is shown, for each chro-
mosome.
the SNP data), was used in the plot of fig. 2.3, with panels A, B and C showing
the same plot but with different color schemas to distinguish which cycles the
clones belong to (panel A), or female parent (panel B) and male parent (panel
C) of the clone. The clones that originated from Cycles ’05 and ’06 show clear
overlap (fig. 2.3, panel A). The first and second (largest variance) components
from the PCA explained 17% and 10%, respectively, of the total variance. The
groups identified the clones that were progeny of the most frequent male par-
ents in the selected population that make up Stage 3 (fig. 2.3, panel C). There-
fore, the population stratification observed in the PCA plots are more related to
close family relationships than to differences among the breeding cycles. One
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Figure 2.3: PCA plot from the first and second components obtained by
eigen decomposition of the molecular marker matrix, explain-
ing 17% and 10%, respectively, of the total variance. Each dot
indicates one genotyped clone. The three panels present the
same components, with dots colored to show different infor-
mation from the clones: A) colors indicate the cycle that the
clone belongs to, with the “Other” category applying to 26
checks and parents also genotyped; B) colors indicate the fe-
male parent of the clones (the 3 most common female parents
had 59, 53 and 40 clones); C) colors indicate the male parent of
the clones (the 3 most common male parents had 149, 131 and
97 clones).
should note that this is a breeding population, and sugarcane breeding reuses
successful parents through many cycles and that may explain the lack of pop-
ulation structure and overlap between clones from different cycles. The PCA
plots demonstrate that the SNP data still retain biologically relevant relation-
ships between the clones.
Pairwise relationship estimates were derived from molecular markers and
pedigree data (fig. 2.4). Despite the deep pedigrees, information can be sparse
in some cases due to the common use of polycrosses where only information
regarding the female parent is recorded. In general there is modest agreement
between the markers and pedigree relationships with a correlation of 0.63 (cor-
relating off-diagonal elements from matrices A and K). For marker derived
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Figure 2.4: Relationship coefficients derived from pedigree data plotted
against the scaled relationships derived from molecular marker
data. Correlation between vertical and horizontal axes is 0.63,
when excluding the diagonal elements in the relationship ma-
trices (dots above 0.9 in the horizontal axis). Shaded region
indicates pairs of genotyped clones considered outliers in their
marker relationships and then excluded from subsequent anal-
yses.
relationships below 0.2, the corresponding pedigree derived relationships show
a greater spread, whereas the opposite can be observed for pedigree relation-
ships close to 0.5 and 1 where marker relationship had greater spread. It was
observed that 17 pairs of genotyped clones had marker relationships values at
the range of observed values for relationships of duplicated samples, they were
also outliers in the distribution of marker relationships between pairs of differ-
ent clones. The corresponding 34 clones were removed from subsequent anal-
yses, due to the possibility of mislabeling in the genotyping or mis-assignment
of plants to plots in the field.
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Figure 2.5: Broad sense heritabilities (H2) for the different traits evaluated
for clones at Stage 3 from the breeding program. The mean
value across different Sets in each combination of harvest, cy-
cle, season and trait is shown. Each bar is an average of 5 to
14 different sets, with the range of values depicted in the error
bars.
2.3.2 Prediction accuracies
The clone based heritabilities (H2, Broad Sense Heritability) for the four differ-
ent traits were measured at Stage 3, both for Cycle ’05 and Cycle ’06 (fig. 2.5). The
original estimates, using eq. 2.3, were obtained for each Set in the field, so we
observe variation for the estimates, even on a given Harvest and Cycle. There
were non-significant differences in the estimates across Cycle and across Harvest
and Season. Heritability of Weight had the lowest average heritability (0.69), the
sugar related traits slightly higher values, Brix (0.78) and Pol (0.83), and Fiber
the highest (0.90).
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Figure 2.6: Prediction accuracy for genomic selection for clones at Stage 3
from Cycle ’05. Values shown are mean values of 6 replications
of 10 fold cross validation for each trait, with error bars being
the respective standard deviation. Clones were evaluated at
Early or Late seasons, so the training and validation sets can
be comprised of either of those sets or both seasons combined
(E+L). Model for prediction used 2 kernels, with matrices A
andK.
The prediction accuracies for clones at Stage 3 were calculated as an average
of a 10 fold cross validation with 6 replicates, with values in the range of 0.07
to 0.39 (fig. 2.6). The datasets were evaluated for Early and Late seasons, so
that prediction could be done for the same season keeping data from the same
given season in the training set (the two leftmost bars in each cell of fig. 2.6),
or one can combine Early and Late data in the training set and use it to predict
only Early, only Late or both Early and Late cases (three rightmost bars in cells of
fig. 2.6). For a given trait, Early and Late and both harvests 1 and 2 were similar.
Consistent with heritabilities, prediction accuracies were higher for Fiber and
lower for Weight.
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Figure 2.7: Prediction accuracy for genomic selection for clones at Stage 3,
using Cycle ’05 as training set and Cycle ’06 as validation set.
All traits are shown for both harvest 1 and 2. Clones were eval-
uated as Early or Late seasons, so the training and validation
sets can be further subdivided into either of those sets or both
seasons combined (E+L). Model for prediction used 2 kernels,
with matricesA andK.
Model training based on Cycle ’05 was used to predict clone values in Cycle
’06 resulting in prediction accuracies ranging from 0.01 to 0.32 (fig. 2.7). As in
fig. 2.6, accuracies across Harvest and Season were similar, but for Fiber there
was a consistent increase in accuracy when using Early and Late data together
(leftmost bars in fig. 2.7) probably because of increased training population
size. Overall Fiber had higher accuracies than the other traits. For Early Sea-
son, Weight had lower accuracies, and for Late Season Brix values were lower.
There was a decrease in accuracies in comparison to the cross-validation results
(shown in fig. 2.6).
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2.3.3 Molecular marker vs. pedigree prediction
All results presented in figs. 2.6 and 2.7 were obtained using kernels for both
matrixA (term ui) andK (term vi) in eq. 2.5. Models were fit using only one of
those terms and results are presented in figs. 2.8 and 2.9, including results for all
traits in the same combinations of harvests and seasons as in previous results.
For cross-validation using only Cycle ’05 data, most of the predictions using
only molecular marker data (vertical axis in fig. 2.8, panel A) were higher than
predictions only using pedigree data (horizontal axis in fig. 2.8, panel A). Panel
B in fig. 2.8 has similar results but using pedigree and molecular marker data
together (on the vertical axis). Changes in accuracies from panel A to B indicate
that improvement in prediction accuracies can be obtained by inclusion of a
kernel for pedigree information, even as in most cases the kernel for molecular
markers (vi, usingK) had higher weight for predictions. In fact 97% of all cross-
validation iterations had a higher value for the variance estimate for the term vi
than for the term ui in eq. 2.5, even with 67% of them having non-zero variance
estimates for the term ui (related to matrixA).
For the case where prediction is done using Cycle ’05 data and validation
using Cycle ’06 data (fig. 2.9), a larger proportion of the results showed higher
accuracy for prediction using only pedigree data than in the cross-validation
case. For both the comparison of prediction using only molecular markers ver-
sus only pedigree (panel A, fig. 2.9) and the comparison of prediction with both
molecular markers and pedigree versus only pedigree (panel B, fig. 2.9), 32% of
the trait-season-harvest combinations had accuracies higher for predicting us-
ing only pedigree. For the predictions using both kernels, 67% of cases had a
non-zero variance estimate for term ui (related to pedigree), whereas variance
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Figure 2.8: Comparison between prediction using only molecular markers
(with matrixK) and pedigree (with matrixA), for cross valida-
tion using Cycle ’05 data. For a given trait, all combinations of
Early and Late seasons that are present in fig. 2.6 are shown here
together. Pedigree prediction accuracies are plotted on the hor-
izontal axis (in both panels A and B), and the vertical axis has
prediction accuracies only with markers (panel A) and mark-
ers and pedigree (panel B). The diagonal line indicates value
combinations where accuracies would be the same.
estimates for the term vi were all non-zero.
2.4 Discussion
In this study, genomic prediction for an applied sugarcane breeding program
was evaluated for predicting total genetic values of clones. Due to costs associ-
ated to clonal multiplication and phenotypic measurements in large scale trials,
a sugarcane breeding program accumulates costs and time along several stages
of evaluations. Procedures and technologies that can allow accurate selection
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Figure 2.9: Comparison between prediction using only molecular markers
(with matrixK) and pedigree (with matrix A), using Cycle ’05
data for training and Cycle ’06 for validation. For a given trait,
all combinations of Early and Late seasons that are present in
fig. 2.7 are shown here together. Pedigree prediction accura-
cies are plotted on the horizontal axis (in both A and B), and
the vertical axis has prediction accuracies only with markers
(panel A) and markers and pedigree (panel B). The diagonal
line indicates value combinations where accuracies would be
the same.
at earlier stages are promising and the costs associated with those technologies
might be offset by the reduction in phenotyping costs and breeding cycle time,
resulting in increased genetic gain.
2.4.1 Genome wide molecular marker data
Recent studies have demonstrated the use of Genotype-by-Sequencing (GBS),
and variants, as a promising technology for genome wide molecular markers
for sugarcane (Bundock et al., 2012; Song et al., 2016; Yang et al., 2017). This
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study used GBS technology with targeted enrichment of genomic regions to
genotype all clones in a sugarcane breeding program.
Determination of the distribution of the markers across the sugarcane
genome is difficult because the full genome sequence of sugarcane is not yet
available. Consequently, we used the genome sequence of the closest relative
which is sorghum. Probe sequences that were used to develop the molecular
markers were well distributed throughout the sorghum genome, covering all
arms in all chromosomes. Because there is more than 90% similarity between
sorghum and sugarcane genomes (Ming et al., 1998; Wang et al., 2010), it was
inferred that markers came from all sugarcane chromosomes. As sugarcane is a
polyploid with up to 10 homologous chromosomes, coverage shown in fig. 2.2
could be sparser than predicted. On the other hand, it is also possible that not
all homologous chromosomes have different alleles at a given locus resulting
in multiple dosage alleles, and this might limit the sparsity. With SNP data in
an autopolyploid like sugarcane, it is possible that a SNP allele tags different
haplotypes at a locus. These considerations likely contribute to the low, mean
absolute correlation between different markers within the same probe (0.12).
Because this statistic is similar to the average correlation between markers from
nearby probes (0.08), it suggests that the coverage of the genome was adequate
for this kind of molecular marker system. It has been suggested through simu-
lations that an R2 of 0.15 (or corresponding correlation of 0.39) would be neces-
sary for a high heritability trait (Lorenz et al., 2011; Calus and Veerkamp, 2007).
One path to achieve a higher correlation between markers would be a marker
system that is able to exclusively tag the different alleles possible for a locus in
sugarcane. This would improve the molecular marker effectiveness in tagging
the existing allelic diversity.
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2.4.2 Prediction of clonal performance
The availability of dense marker information enables clonal prediction. Ap-
plying the GBLUP modeling, we performed predictions focusing on clonal total
value prediction only taking into account additive genetic effects to predict their
total genetic values. Those values were compared to the total genetic values of
Stage 3 clones when estimating the prediction accuracy.
Using cross validation, we obtained prediction accuracies ranging from 0.07
to 0.39 (fig. 2.6), with the highest values for the highest heritability traits. In
Gouy et al. (2013), the mean prediction accuracy for cross validation within the
same panel ranged from 0.11 to 0.62, using 10 traits measured in two panels of
167 sugarcane accessions (totaling 334 accessions). The only trait in common
with the current study was Brix, which had a median prediction accuracy of
0.47 and 0.62 for the two panels (the remaining traits had median accuracies
between 0.11 and 0.50), and broad sense heritability between 0.83 and 0.88. De-
spite the heritabilities for Brix reported here being similar (average 0.78, range
from 0.53 to 0.90), the prediction accuracy was lower with an average of 0.26.
Stalk Number (SN) was another trait used in Gouy et al. (2013), which was not
measured here but is highly correlated with Weight (Brown et al., 1969; Aitken
et al., 2008). Comparing SN from Gouy et al. (2013) and our Weight data, SN
showed prediction accuracy with medians of 0.25 and 0.46 in their two panels,
and heritabilities of 0.8 and 0.9. Whereas in the present study, Weight had av-
erage of 0.27 for prediction accuracy, with mean heritability 0.69 (ranging from
0.47 to 0.86). Therefore SN in Gouy et al. (2013) was predicted with higher accu-
racy than Weight here, which can possibly be attributed to the higher heritability
of SN in comparison to Weight.
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One important difference between the current project and Gouy et al. (2013)
was the panel composition, which in their case was a sample of cultivars and
breeding materials from over 30 different breeding centers (Costet et al., 2012),
and so it was expected to be more diverse and less adapted to the evaluated
environments than the breeding material used in the current study. In the PCA
analysis in Gouy et al. (2013) the first 3 principal components explained about
10% of variance in the relationship matrix derived from molecular markers,
whereas the current study obtained 34% for the same statistic, which is evidence
for a population with more structure (Patterson et al., 2006). Greater structure
could also be associated with lower prediction performance because markers
in training versus validation sets may be found in different linkage phase to
QTL in divergent plant material (Riedelsheimer et al., 2013). The biparental
populations used in Riedelsheimer et al. (2013) showed complete separation in
PCAs, which was not observed in Gouy et al. (2013) and was partially present
in the current study. We did not observe increased prediction accuracies when
restricting training and validation sets to only the portion of clones in the larger
cluster in the PCA plot (excluding clones that are progeny from the 2 most com-
mon male parents, fig. 2.3 panel C). This may indicate that diversity was not
high enough to cause different linkage phase between markers and QTL in the
diverse material used in Gouy et al. (2013), but instead sampled different com-
binations of independent QTL to allow better model training. This would be
consistent with the high polyploid nature of sugarcane and its breeding history
(Jackson, 2005).
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2.4.3 Effect of GxE in prediction accuracies
The clonal prediction using cross validation assessed the prediction accuracy
taking into account data from a single year of evaluation and did not account
for Genotype by Year (GxY) variation. Even if we combined the two available
harvests from subsequent years, this GxY variation would not be taken into ac-
count properly because the two harvests (plant crop harvest and ratoon crop
harvest) were from the same planting. The harvests were from two different
plant developmental stages so not only GxY variation but also variation due
to developmental differences were impacting the differences between measure-
ments in those two years. This should also be taken into account when inter-
preting the results from the heritability for clones (fig. 2.5), as this heritability
reflects the accuracy in phenotypic measurements in a given year and harvest
without sampling possible variation due to GxY. For this reason, one would ex-
pect the heritability estimates to be more comparable to the prediction accura-
cies in cross validation (fig. 2.6) than the prediction accuracies for clones across
cycles (fig. 2.7). Nevertheless, the clonal predictions (fig. 2.6) were lower than
the heritability estimates, and prediction accuracies across cycles (fig. 2.7) were
even lower, emphasizing these GxY considerations.
The predictions across cycles simulates one possible scenario for application
of GS in a breeding program, where phenotypic records on clones from a pre-
vious cycle were used to train a model that is then used with genotypes of a
new set of clones for selection. It also shows the possible results if all, or part,
of this new set of clones under selection were phenotyped in parallel and then
used in comparison to the GS. Clearly it would be not properly evaluated since
variations due to GxY would have not been taken into account in the training
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set, as was the case here. Also the validation set, in this case, the population
under selection, or the subsequent cycle, being only evaluated in a single year,
will bias the evaluations compared to measurements taken from multiple years.
Genotype by Environment (GxE) interaction is a classical theme in plant breed-
ing research and the GS literature has been exploring its implications. Previous
results showed that prediction models can perform poorly if training sets and
validation sets come from different environments (Resende et al., 2012; Heslot
et al., 2014; Jarquín et al., 2014), as was the case in our study. This shows that a
prediction and validation scheme would benefit from multiple years of field tri-
als for both training and validation sets. This was partially demonstrated in the
across-panel predictions from Gouy et al. (2013), where both panels were phe-
notyped for several years and the resulting prediction across panels (which is
also a prediction for different locations and years) resulted in a small reduction
of accuracy in comparison to the cross validation.
Predictions for Stage 3 clones using both molecular markers and pedigree al-
lowed the comparison of their prediction accuracies. Using data from the same
environment (fig. 2.8) there was a consistent improvement in prediction using
molecular markers, but not for prediction across cycles (fig. 2.9). These results
suggest that the only advantage to using molecular markers was for Stage 3
clone predictions. In cases where pedigree records are not available or for pre-
diction within full sibs, the molecular markers have a clear advantage.
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2.5 Conclusions
Considerable levels of accuracy for GP have been observed for sugarcane before
(Gouy et al., 2013), but a study based on a breeding population, in a commercial
setting that observes the impact of the limitations and advantages brought by
the breeding program was lacking and was addressed in this study. The pre-
diction accuracies were in general lower than observed before, and taking into
consideration that different traits were used in the current study, this difference
in accuracy can be used in planning future deployment of GS for sugarcane
breeding. Genotype by Environment interactions can have an important im-
pact in prediction accuracies, as reported here, and should also be taken into
account. Fiber, which was a trait measured with the highest H2 in our field tri-
als, provided the highest genomic prediction accuracies. It would be interesting
to check whether field trials designed to provide higher H2 to the other traits,
such as Weight, would obtain higher prediction accuracies in GP as well.
Given the small improvement in accuracy in comparison to prediction using
pedigree, breeding schemes that focus on within family selection would obtain
more benefit from the use of molecular marker based predictions.
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CHAPTER 3
GENOMIC PREDICTION OF PARENTAL BREEDING VALUES IN
SUGARCANE
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3.1 Introduction
Adoption of landraces was the norm in sugarcane breeding for centuries, be-
fore breeding of new varieties started in Java and Barbados in 1888 (Ming et al.,
2010). Crosses between the cultivated, sugar-rich species, mainly Saccharum of-
ficinarum L., and the wild relative, Saccharum spontaneum L., that provided resis-
tance to diseases and yield gains, proved successful in the early breeding efforts.
Subsequently the focus shifted to breeding and selection among the hybrids
themselves (Ming et al., 2010). Sugarcane exhibits severe inbreeding depression
preventing the development of inbred lines but is easily clonally propagated, so
sugarcane cultivars are clones selected among progenies of heterozygous par-
ents.
Planting true seeds from crosses is followed by selection among seedlings
in a series of steps with harvests taking place between 8 and 12 months after
planting and then individual plants are clonally replicated. Broad sense her-
itability at the individual plant level is low, estimated at 0.10 or 0.17 for cane
yield in different locations (Skinner et al., 1987) due to large environment and
competition effects. Selection at the first stage normally happens at the family
level (Bressiani et al., 2005; Kimbeng and Cox, 2003; Stringer et al., 2011; Zhou
and Lichakane, 2012), which shows higher broad sense heritability of up to 0.75
for cane yield (Skinner et al., 1987). It is followed by clonal multiplication of
the selected seedlings from the best families in subsequent stages, in order to
allow evaluation of clones in large plots and in multiple locations. Sugarcane
is also perennial, so that after a first year plant harvest, plants are regrown (ra-
toon crop) allowing several harvests with decreasing harvest yield. The ratio
between yield on the first harvest and subsequent ones is genotype dependent
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(Milligan et al., 1996; Zhou and Shoko, 2012), so that the proper assessment of
genotypes requires multiple year evaluations. This factor combined with a low
rate of multiplication for clonal propagation, and the logistics involved in eval-
uating a large number of seedlings results in a selection cycle of 12 to 15 years
(Skinner et al., 1987; Kimbeng and Cox, 2003) before new parents can be selected
for the next cycle.
Through the selection cycles, gain from selection is directly proportional to
the accuracy in which parents are selected, expressed as the narrow sense heri-
tability, and inversely proportional to the time between cycles (breeder’s equa-
tion). For this reason, the selection of parents to cross is an important task, that
impacts the progress of the breeding program.
New parent candidates are commonly selected among the best clones at the
later stages of the clonal evaluation process. Many of the important sugarcane
traits, like Brix (related to sugar content), fiber content, and rust resistance are
known to be quantitatively inherited and controlled by additive genetic effects
(Hogarth, 1987). Nevertheless cane yield and its components are known to have
important non-additive inheritance (Hogarth, 1987). Selection of parents based
on their phenotype is then unreliable, requiring the evaluation of progenies of
the parents (Hogarth, 1987; Stringer et al., 2011). One approach to reducing the
cycle time would be to evaluate candidate parents in polycrosses or in a few
bi-parental crosses, and select the best ones based on the phenotype of the pro-
genies in the first stage (family evaluation), or subsequent stages (clonal eval-
uation). The selected clones would be reused in subsequent years in a larger
number of crosses. More recently, Best Linear Unbiased Prediction (BLUP) has
been used for the Breeding Value (BV) estimation of sugarcane clones (Stringer
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et al., 1996; Kimbeng and Cox, 2003; Atkin et al., 2009; Stringer et al., 2011). With
the BLUP method, data from relatives are taken into account as well as histori-
cal data already available from previous cycles can be incorporated to improve
BV estimations (Atkin et al., 2009; Dawson et al., 2013).
In order to make use of data from relatives in BV estimation through BLUP,
pedigree or marker data can be employed. Pedigree data can be incomplete or
inaccurate because of recording mistakes or unintended self-pollination. Esti-
mation of coefficients of coancestry from pedigrees is based on assumptions that
do not hold in breeding programs, such as all genotypes originating from the
same unrelated base population, which is assumed to be under Hardy-Weinberg
equilibrium. The absence of complete pedigree records from the genotypes un-
der consideration, to this base population would introduce biases to the vari-
ance estimates using BLUP (Piepho et al., 2008). This can be impactful in sug-
arcane even when complete records are available, due to the common use of
several males in polycrosses in sugarcane breeding programs so that the male
parent is unknown. The use of molecular marker data has been proposed to
complement or substitute for the pedigree records in plant breeding (Munoz
et al., 2014). The use of molecular markers also allows the differentiation of sib-
lings. With the use of molecular marker data the segregation of alleles in crosses
can be tracked, and used for estimation of BVs.
The use of pedigree and molecular information can be leveraged together in
genome-wide association studies where pedigree information is used for pop-
ulation structure control (Yu et al., 2006), or in determining the relationship be-
tween individuals (Crossa et al., 2010; Juliana et al., 2017). In this latter case,
both the pedigree information and the molecular information are used to com-
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pute relationship matrices (Habier et al., 2007; Endelman and Jannink, 2012),
that can be used together when fitting BLUP models in a multiple-kernel setting,
or in a single kernel approach, where both matrices are combined (Legarra et al.,
2009). This latter approach, which involves the so called H matrix, brings the
possibility of computing relationship matrices that expand the molecular com-
puted relationships to individuals that were not themselves genotyped (Legarra
et al., 2009).
The use of molecular marker data in sugarcane has been reported for Quanti-
tative Trait Loci (QTL) mapping, reviewed by Zhang et al. (2013). More recently
its use in Genomic Selection (GS) has been reported (Gouy et al., 2013; Brum
et al., 2018). In these previous reports the prediction of traits was evaluated
in the context of clonal prediction, with the aim of finding the best performing
clones on the basis of their total genetic value. Genomic Selection (Meuwis-
sen et al., 2001) has been studied in this context as well as in the selection of
parent candidates (Gaynor et al., 2017). In the context of prediction of varietal
performance (or the equivalent of clonal performance in the sugarcane context),
the total genetic value of a genotype is the goal of prediction, but for predict-
ing parental performance, the focus shifts to the additive value only, as it is the
component of the genetic value that is inherited.
Due to the structure of a sugarcane breeding program, historical phenotypic
data is comprised of measurements taken on family level at the first stage and on
the clonal level in more advanced stages. In previous studies on BV estimation
for sugarcane, only the data at the family level has been used. The use of clonal
performance of progenies from a parent has been used as an improvement on
the BV estimation, but without the use of BLUP estimation (Hogarth, 1987; Skin-
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ner et al., 1987). Due to its ability for analyzing unbalanced data (Piepho et al.,
2008), the BLUP method would be suitable for incorporating both family data
as well as clonal data in BV estimation.
The goal of this study was to evaluate GS for parental prediction for sugar-
cane, using data from a commercial breeding program. Data from both families
and clones selected from those families were available, and the incorporation of
both data was evaluated. Genomic Selection in this context was performed us-
ing the Genomic-BLUP method, where the BLUP estimation was performed us-
ing the relationship between individuals derived from molecular marker data,
together with pedigree data. Genotyping data was available only for the clones
present in this study and not their parents, but pedigree information was avail-
able for all individuals so theH matrix method was employed in order to com-
bine both sources of relationship information.
3.2 Materials and methods
3.2.1 Phenotypic data
Phenotypic information used in this study was previously described in (Brum
et al., 2018), and is comprised of sugarcane clones from 2 subsequent breeding
cycles (Cycle ’05 and Cycle ’06) from the CTC - Centro de Tecnologia Canavieira
breeding program, located in Piracicaba, São Paulo, Brazil. In total there were
35,284 records per trait from the two cycles (table 3.1). Each cycle had 3 stages
of data; on Stage 1, biparental records were recorded by family, whereas Stage 2
and Stage 3 had records for individual clones, as they were clonally multiplied
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from selections carried out after the previous cycle. In Stages 1 and 3 families
and clones there were two replicates but Stage 2 had a single replicate.
The traits considered for this study were Brix and plot weight, which are
both available only in Stage 1 and Stage 3. For this reason, those are the only
stages considered in this study. Only Stage 3 had evaluations taken for 2 years,
which were the plant crop (first harvest, taken on plants grown from clonal
multiplication) and ratoon crop (second harvest, taken on plants regrown from
plant crop).
None of the biparental crosses were repeated between the cycles so none
of the clones in Stage 3 are in common between the cycles, but checks were
included. Despite no repetition of crosses, 25% of the parents used in Cycle ’05
were also used in crosses in Cycle ’06.
Due to the selection that occurred within a cycle (from Stages 1 to Stages 3)
the size of families present in Stage 3 were variable, ranging from 1 to 48 clones.
This also causes the sizes of progeny from a parent to be variable in Stage 3,
and as the number of crosses in which a parent took part in Stage 1 was also
variable, the size of progenies from a given parent was also variable since the
first stage. As a consequence of the selection in early stages and the preferential
use of parents in crosses, the number of phenotypic records for the progeny of
a given parent varied, as shown in fig. 3.1.
Table 3.1: Field data overview. Number of genotypes, phenotypic records and related statistics are organized
by their originating cycle, stage and season if applicable.
Cycle Stage Season Recordsa Genotypesb inKc Families Females Males Total # parents Planting Year Harvest Years
’05 1 - 3943 1718 0 1718 605 147 650 2005 2006
’05 2 - 9379 9209 1 1558 580 146 637 2007 2008
’05 3 early 2680 610 534 389 246 69 280 2009 2010/2011
’05 3 late 2768 629 572 443 246 94 293 2009 2010/2011
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Figure 3.1: Amount of information available per parent, in terms of the
number of phenotypic records of families (Stage 1) or clones
(Stage 3) derived from a parent. For parents with 5 or more
records, the values were grouped in closed intervals.
Cycle Stage Season Recordsa Genotypesb inKc Families Females Males Total # parents Planting Year Harvest Years
’06 1 - 3122 1457 0 1457 629 137 681 2006 2007
’06 2 - 9592 9187 2 1269 633 160 699 2008 2009
’06 3 early 1824 423 259 273 198 89 255 2010 2011/2012
’06 3 late 1976 449 397 285 216 88 274 2010 2011/2012
Total 35284 16805 1755 3322 1240 249 1306
Note: a Number of field records per trait, including replicates and checks. b Refers to families when Stage 1, clones when Stage 2 and 3. c Genotyped
individuals, includes checks.
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3.2.2 Genotypic information
Pedigree data for all crosses in both Cycle ’05 and Cycle ’06 were available and
covered an average of 10 generations (Atkin et al., 2009). With that information,
kinship relationship between all pairs of clones and parents were estimated us-
ing the package pedigreemm (Vazquez et al., 2010), deriving a relationship ma-
trix,A.
Clones from Stage 3 in both cycles were genotyped using sequencing of DNA
targeted by pre-selected DNA probes, and SNP detection. Genotyping proce-
dure and filtering were previously described in Brum et al. (2018). In total there
were 54,675 SNPs from 1,778 different clones, with a maximum of 25% missing
data per clone. Markers were coded with 0 for the presence of only the reference
allele in the probe sequence, 1 for both reference and alternative alleles present,
and 2 for presence of only the alternative allele. A genomic relationship matrix
(K) was then obtained with the formula:
K =
MM t
k
(3.1)
Where M is the mean centered molecular marker matrix with SNP infor-
mation in columns and clones in rows. The scaling constant k was chosen to
be mean(diag(MM t)) so that theM diagonal has comparable scale to the pedi-
gree derived relationship matrix,A, which also has a mean diagonal value close
to 1.
In order to obtain relationship matricesH that combine pedigree and molec-
ular marker information, the “Whole Pedigree” formulation from Legarra et al.
(2009) was used. In our case, the molecular marker matrixK has a subset of the
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individuals that are present in the pedigree relationship matrix,A (expected re-
lationships), and the resultingH will be the same size (same individuals) asA.
For the G matrix (Legarra et al., 2009) that informs the observed relationships
in the computation ofH , we utilized two formulations, one whereG =K, and
another in which G = 1
2
A22 +
1
2
K, where A22 is the submatrix of A containing
relationships for the same individuals thatG has. When this latter formulation
for G is used we will refer to the resulting H matrix as Hw in order to distin-
guish from the other case.
3.2.3 Genomic prediction and validation
For a set of phenotypic measurements yijkl, where l refers to the lth measurement
(from different replicates, years, or conditions) for a given trait taken on clone
k derived from a cross between parents i and j, the “clonal value” from clone k
was derived from measurements given by yijk., whereas the breeding value for
parent iwas derived from measurements yi... and y.i.., referring to all phenotypic
measurements taken on clones whose male or female parent was i. Settings
that differentiate where i was used either as female parent or as male parent
are possible too, but were not considered here due to unbalanced data (parents
were more frequently used as the male parent).
Genomic prediction for parents was performed using the linear mixed model
in a single step:
yijklmnp = µ+ γ : ωij + θk + al + bm[l] + gn + eijklmnp (3.2)
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Where yijklmnp refers to a phenotypic measurement, µ: the overall mean,
γ : ωij : the interaction term for Season i and Cycle j, θk: Harvest k, al: Field l,
bm[l]: Set m nested within Field l, gn: genotype n, and eijklmn: residual error. Both
µ, γ : ωij and θk are considered fixed effects. The effects al, bm[l], eijklmnp are
independent and normally distributed. The phenotypic measurement values
for yijklmnp were taken from clones from Stage 3 and families from Stage 1, with
their respective replicates and spanning the different seasons, cycles and har-
vests. Because not only Stage 3 but also Stage 1 was used, Brix and Plot weight
were the only traits considered. The genotype effect is normally distributed as
gn ∼ N
(
0, σ2gH
)
, with σ2g , the genetic variance component. The covariance ma-
trix H is the additive covariance between each genotype n, and encompassed
all individuals that were phenotyped directly and also the parents used in the
families evaluated in Stage 1.
By fitting eq. 3.2 using either matrices A, H , or Hw, BLUP estimates for all
parents in the matrix can be obtained (Robinson, 1991; Piepho et al., 2008). Three
scenarios were used for fitting eq. 3.2: 1) only Cycle ’05 data included, 2) only
Cycle ’06 data included, and 3) both Cycle ’05 and Cycle ’06 data included in the
model fitting.
The training set (for a prediction/validation procedure) consisted of the sub-
set of those parents for which there were always phenotyped progeny in the
fitted data (in yijklmnp). Whereas the validation set consisted of another set of
parents that still have breeding values estimated, but in the prediction step their
progeny were not included in the fitted data, and on the estimation step their
progeny was included, thus allowing the comparison between predicted and
observed breeding values. Parents whose progeny were exclusively evaluated
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in Cycle ’06 were then considered the validation set, and used to assess pre-
diction accuracy. Therefore scenarios 2 and 3 provided breeding value estima-
tions to Cycle ’06 parents, as it was based on observed data of their progeny,
whereas scenario 1 provided only predicted breeding values for Cycle ’06 par-
ents, as none of their progeny were evaluated in Cycle ’05.
In order to estimate prediction accuracy, let x be the breeding values of the
Cycle 6 exclusive parents, estimated under scenario 1 (training) using all rela-
tionship matrices, and let y be the breeding values of these same parents esti-
mated either under scenarios 2 or 3 (validation), using only the matrixA. Then
the correlation between x and y was used as the estimate of prediction accuracy
for those different conditions. Model fit was performed in R and mixed models
program wombat (Meyer, 2007).
3.3 Results
3.3.1 Prediction Accuracies
Parental prediction results are shown in fig. 3.2, grouped by trait. When using
only data from Cycle ’06 to estimate breeding values from parents in the valida-
tion set, the correlations with breeding values estimated using data from Cycle
’05 varied from 0.13 to 0.14 for Brix, and from 0.20 to 0.25 for plot weight. The
best estimate for Brix was obtained when predictions used molecular marker
derived relationships and the matrix Hw provided the best result. For plot
weight the use of only pedigree data provided the best predictions.
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Figure 3.2: Prediction accuracy for breeding values of the traits Brix and
plot weight of parents used in the breeding program. Train-
ing set has data only from Cycle ’05, whereas the breeding val-
ues for parents exclusively used in Cycle ’06 (Validation Set)
are estimated either using ’06 data or using both ’05 and ’06
data. Prediction was performed using either pedigree relation-
ships (matrix A) or a combination of pedigree relationships
and molecular marker derived relationships (matrices H and
Hw).
We also observed an increase in accuracy of estimates when data from Cycle
’05 was included to support the estimation of breeding values of the validation
set (fig. 3.2), with estimates varying from 0.34 to 0.37 for Brix, and from 0.43 to
0.52 for plot weight. Similar to the previous case, the use of matrixHw provided
the best prediction for the trait Brix, and the matrixA the best prediction for plot
weight.
Among the 623 parents present exclusively in Cycle ’06, that were then used
as a validation set in previous results, there were 118 parents that belonged
to 22 full sib families (average of 5.36 genotypes per full sib family). Using
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Figure 3.3: Prediction accuracy for parents grouped in full sib families.
Bars are average of accuracies estimated for each family. Train-
ing set has data only from Cycle ’05, whereas the breeding val-
ues for parents exclusively used in Cycle ’06 (validation Set) are
estimated either using only ’06 data or using both ’05 and ’06
data. Prediction was performed using a combination of pedi-
gree relationships and molecular marker derived relationships
(matricesH andHw).
only those parents, we estimated prediction accuracy within full sib families of
parents (fig. 3.3). As parents in the same family have the identical pedigree, their
prediction through matrix A renders the same value, and can not be used for
estimating correlations. Therefore fig. 3.3 only presents results for matrices H
andHw. Prediction accuracies varied from 0.02 to 0.11 for Brix, and from 0.27 to
0.30 for plot weight. In comparison to previous results, there was a reduction of
prediction accuracies for all cases, and also a reduction in the difference between
the validation set that uses only Cycle ’05 data for estimation and the one that
uses both Cycles ’05 and ’06.
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3.4 Discussion
In this study, genomic prediction for an applied sugarcane breeding program
was evaluated for prediction of breeding values for parents. It is common to
focus only on selecting clones and then use them as parents. On the other hand,
it is necessary to properly evaluate the merit of sugarcane parents in crosses
and their potential to produce varieties. Traditionally, parents are selected only
after their performance as clones has been determined so the parent selection
is delayed for several years. This makes the phenotypic traits that inform this
evaluation more valuable but it extends the length of breeding cycles as mea-
sured from the time when the cross that produces a future parent is performed
and adequate information about the future parent’s performance is available.
3.4.1 Prediction of parental performance
We performed predictions focusing on parental breeding value prediction tak-
ing into account additive genetic effects to predict their breeding values. Those
additive effects were estimated exclusively from observed data on the traits Brix
and plot weight from the progeny of the parents, not from observed data from
the parents themselves.
The use of progeny data provided opportunities and limitations. First of all,
it was possible to estimate breeding values for the parents used for crosses in
Stage 1, which are also the parents of clones in Stage 3. One advantage is the
possibility of using both Stage 3 clonal and Stage 1 family data. It is common
in sugarcane breeding programs to use Stage 1 family data for breeding value
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estimation. It reduces costs by discarding poor parents that will not be further
evaluated through progeny in downstream stages. But the disadvantage of this
approach is that performance as clones and performance in crosses can differ.
The use of both Stage 3 clonal and Stage 1 family data might address this dis-
advantage, and it provides a larger dataset for the value estimations that were
from multiple years. Genotype by environment interaction (GxE) is an impor-
tant factor to be taken into account when interpreting the prediction accuracies.
The training set used data from both Stages 1 and 3 allowing the estimation of
breeding values from multiple-year data, for the particular years that composed
this training data. At the same time, the validation set was composed with data
from different years as well and might have impacted the prediction accuracies.
Another consideration is the unbalanced data caused by the different
amounts of progeny data available for the parents (fig. 3.1). The unbalanced
data will affect the reliability of the breeding value estimations, which can be
offset by the number and relatedness between parents in the relationship matri-
ces.
The prediction accuracy in breeding value estimations were correlated with
estimated values derived either from Cycle ’06, or from both Cycle ’05 and ’06.
Performances of predictions from both cycles were higher as expected from the
fact that relationships among parents present in both cycles will cause the es-
timates to be influenced by the phenotypic records from the first cycle. On the
other hand, those are the best estimates possible for the parents when predicting
their use in future crosses. As more phenotypic data from similar conditions are
accumulated, (location, breeding population, traits considered) we can expect
prediction accuracies to be intermediate between those from when only Cycle
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’06 was used as validation and those when both cycles were used.
Prediction accuracies of parental breeding values were higher when using
markers for Brix but not for plot weight (fig. 3.2). In cases where pedigree
records are not available or for prediction within full sibs, the molecular mark-
ers have a clear advantage. This was evident, despite the smaller dataset, when
prediction for full sib parents was assessed (fig. 3.3).
The predictions for parental breeding value used relationships derived from
a combination of pedigree and molecular markers in theH matrix derived from
all parents, Stage 1 families and Stage 3 clones. So one venue for further re-
search would be to use a dataset where the parents themselves were genotyped.
Parental breeding value prediction accuracies for full sib parents (fig. 3.3) were
comparable in magnitude to using all parents (fig. 3.2). Prediction accuracies
using theH matrix may be similar to those using only markers.
3.5 Conclusions
Genomic Selection can be a tool for improving the efficiency of a sugarcane
breeding program through its use in parent selection. Previous studies on GS
in sugarcane (Gouy et al., 2013; Brum et al., 2018) validated their predictions
against total genetic values of clones, or clonal values pointing to the use of
GS to improve the clonal selection in a breeding program. In that situation,
efficiency gains come from the selection process, and stages could be skipped,
saving time in the selection stages. But the clonal propagation rate might limit
the applicability of this strategy because moving from an initial stage with little
plant material, to the next stage, where abundant plant material is required to
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plant large plots, or plots in multiple locations, is limited.
By using parental GS selection, instead of skipping stages, the cycle itself can
be reduced, the length in time required by a new clone to be ready for crossing
being the limiting factor. Possible approaches for using parental GS in a breed-
ing program would be:
• Instead of phenotyping all new parent candidates, from seedling they
would go directly to crossing.
• Focus phenotyping (progeny testing) on the most promising candidates
(according to predictions), for instance, using multiple location testing on
them.
• Use recurrent selection for the traits with higher accuracy with cycles re-
duced to the minimum for first flowering (1, or 2 years).
• Selection within families, as it would not be allowed by pedigree-BLUP
prediction, and the most challenging phenotyping would occur within
families, or the most promising selection of new parents would occur
within families.
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CHAPTER 4
ON THE USE OF MOLECULAR MARKER PHENOTYPES IN A
POLYPLOID GENOTYPE
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4.1 Introduction
Sugarcane is an autopolyploid with an unusually complex genetic configura-
tion due to its high ploidy level with values between 8 and 12, presence of ane-
uploidy and a hybrid genome with most of its content originating from S. offic-
inarum L. and with a minor proportion from S. spontaneum L. (Piperidis et al.,
2010).
The complex configurations, specifically the multiple dosage of alleles, is
difficult to observe directly in molecular marker phenotypes such as Restriction
fragment length polymorphism (RFLP), Diversity Arrays Technology (DArT)
and simple sequence repeats (SSR) markers, which are traditionally used in sug-
arcane research. Most genetic mapping studies used single dose markers and
filtered out higher dosage markers in the first step for linkage mapping (Wu
et al., 1992; Ripol et al., 1999; Aitken et al., 2007), or used markers with low
dosage (Garcia et al., 2006).
In other polyploids, markers are generally better understood and their
dosage is used in genetic studies. For allopolyploids, alleles segregate in a
diploid fashion leading to a diploid analysis of the molecular marker pheno-
types. There are also the cases of lower ploidy level (tetraploidy to hexaploidy)
where the identification of dosage is feasible.
So is it possible to do the same in sugarcane? The use of higher dosage (2 and
higher) for molecular markers in sugarcane has been discussed, in some refer-
ences: Cordeiro et al. (2006) demonstrated the identification of SNP molecular
markers in sugarcane, using pyrophosphate sequencing, and discussed the use
of SNP base frequencies to determine the likely number of alleles. Garcia et al.
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(2013) demonstrated the use of statistical clustering techniques for dosage and
ploidy level estimation in sugarcane.
These previous studies are based on the use of ratios of signals specifically
derived from the different alleles as the phenotype of molecular markers in sug-
arcane. In order to determine the dosage of corresponding alleles in sugarcane,
a number of conditions are required: 1) ploidy level at the locus is known or
can be determined 2) signal is derived from every one of the alleles present at
a locus under consideration 3) signals are derived only from the target locus 4)
signal intensity is quantitative in relation to the dosage of alleles.
But those assumptions hardly can be met for sugarcane, and possibly even
for other high level autopolyploids more well behaved. The problems are: Ane-
uploidy is present in sugarcane, leading to lack of a priori knowledge of the
ploidy level. It is even possible that aneuploidy will cause ploidy level differ-
ences between different chromosomes, for a given individual genotype. De-
termination of ploidy level directly from molecular marker data in sugarcane
has been demonstrated in Baker et al. (2010) and Garcia et al. (2013). Neverthe-
less, for Baker et al. (2010) the use of genotypic data from progeny of biparental
crosses was required and this limits the application of the methodology (as for
GWAS and GP). Statistical power was limited since it was difficult to keep large
sugarcane biparental populations. Selection can an be an issue, leading to dis-
tortions in the segregation frequencies. The results will only apply to the ploidy
level of parents used in the cross, not their progeny, which is of greater interest
when mapping QTL. In the case of Garcia et al. (2013), the experimental results
presented in the paper show a wide range of ploidy levels (from 6 to 20) for
a given genotype, but this was not confirmed from FISH/GISH results shown
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in the paper. The results from statistical analysis need to be verified. It is also
possible that some of the inconsistencies observed in Garcia et al. (2013) are due
to issues related to assumptions as discussed below.
In the case of the second condition, sugarcane is highly heterozygous (Vet-
tore et al., 2003, Garsmeur2011) and because of polymorphisms near a target lo-
cus, the signal being measured might not be derived from every allele present.
In the case of molecular marker detection methods that use PCR (such as Se-
quenom), primers that are used for DNA amplification may not hybridize to
every allele at a locus. This will be a common theme for all hybridization-
based methods (as in Illumina chips). For GBS and other highly multiplexed
sequencing based methods (RapidGenomics’ CaptureSeq, e.g.), stringency in
parameters for read clustering, combined with the presence of polymorphism
may cause reads from the same locus to be grouped in different clusters, or not
clustered at all. This can result in not detecting some alleles, thus skewing the
signal ratio between the alleles that were detected.
For condition 3, the opposite of 2 can also happen when the signal derived
from more than one locus is detected together as one marker. It can arise from
duplication of genes being targeted, or repetitive regions, which are common
features of plant genomes.
Both conditions 2 and 3 could be better addressed if the whole genome se-
quence of sugarcane were known. Efforts for this sequencing are underway
(Okura et al., 2016). The quality and how representative the end result is of the
sugarcane germplasm in use is important for the ability of addressing condi-
tions 2 and 3.
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For condition 4, even with exclusive observation of all alleles from a locus,
the observed signal might not be accurate, due to signal error detection at the
equipment level, or measurement error. For instance, in a tetraploid with only
two alleles at a locus, and an allele present in single dose, one would expect
an allele dosage ratio of 1:3. If using a sequencing based method for genotyp-
ing, and one obtains 10 reads from this locus, we would expect between 1 and
3 reads for the single dose allele, and the remaining to the second allele. Nev-
ertheless, due to sampling variation, a 1:1 ratio (4, 5 and 6 reads), for instance,
would happen with probability 22.1%, causing the observer to believe that both
alleles are present in double dose.
We are proposing then, to use a method that relies in fewer assumptions.
i.e. to use directly the ratio of the allelic signals, without dosage (and ploidy
level) determination. It avoids condition 1, and reduces the importance of con-
ditions 2 and 3, for some applications of molecular marker data (prediction).
Condition 4 is not relaxed, but its effect can be reduced with replication of data
(for Sequenom, Illumina chips), or increase in signal quality (e.g. in case of se-
quencing, requiring high read depth).
Using this tool, we sought to address the hypothesis, that the use of higher
dosage marker phenotypes is an advantage for genetic studies in sugarcane.
We will test this in the context of association analysis (GWAS) and Genomic
Prediction (GP), comparing results that can be obtained using the same set of
molecular markers interpreted in two different ways: the ratio of allelic signals
as mentioned above, and simply presence or absence of alleles. In the former
case, the high dosage of alleles is expressed in the molecular marker informa-
tion, in contrast to the latter case. In this study we evaluate the effect of use
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of dosage information, measured in terms of its value for a molecular marker
phenotype, for genetics studies in sugarcane.
4.2 Methods
4.2.1 Molecular data
The initial molecular marker dataset obtained from sequencing, had 245,923
SNPs from 1,904 samples. All SNPs were filtered to be bi-allelic in the genotype-
calling stage, and read counts for each of the two alleles, the reference and the
alternative allele, were available which in combination provide a read depth
count per datapoint (marker per sample). In the initial marker dataset, 46 sam-
ples had more than 50% missing data and were removed. The initial marker
set had a maximum 34% missing data points. But 148 markers had an outlier
number of read counts and were excluded as well.
SNP coding
We then adopted two systems for coding the SNP calls: the discrete coding, in
which the genotypes homozygous for the reference allele, heterozygous (pres-
ence of both alleles) and homozygous for the alternative allele were coded as 0, 1
and 2, respectively; and the continuous coding where the ratio between the read
counts for the reference allele and the total number of read counts was used as
the genotype. Therefore the genotype of a datapoint (a molecular marker value
for a given individual DNA sample) is a continuous value between 0 and 1. This
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is exemplified in table 4.1.
Table 4.1: Examples of genotype coding using discrete coding and
continuous coding. Each Datapoint is a different marker and geno-
type combination.
Datapoint#
Reference
Allele
Alternative
Allele
Read
Count
Reference
Read Count
Alternative
Discrete
Genotype
Continuous
Genotype
1 A T 10 0 0 1.00
2 A T 12 8 1 0.60
3 C G 2 10 1 0.17
4 T G 0 8 2 0.00
The use of the continuous coding may provide access to more information to
differentiate individuals from the molecular marker data. This is exemplified in
the fig. 4.1, where the distribution of genotypic values for two different markers
is shown in Panels A and B, under the discrete and the continuous coding for
the same datapoints. In Panel A, the molecular marker in the discrete coding
(bottom plot) has a larger number of individuals under category “1”, which
represents the heterozygous state (both alleles of the SNP are present), but all
these individuals are spread in values from 0 to close to 1 if continuous coding
is used (top plot). The Panel B exemplifies a case of a molecular marker that
shows only the heterozygous state in discrete coding (bottom plot). Such a SNP
would not be useful to distinguish individuals if discrete coding was used, but
as the top plot in fig. 4.1 shows, the use of continuous coding enables the use of
the marker.
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Figure 4.1: Histograms of the distribution of values in the discrete and con-
tinuous coding across all the genotyped individuals. Panels A
and B show examples of different sugarcane molecular mark-
ers from the dataset in use here. The same marker is shown
under continuous coding (top) and discrete coding (bottom)
SNP filtering on read depth
The read depth (the total number of reads for all alleles) may influence the qual-
ity of the genotypic value, independently of the coding. For the discrete coding,
a low read depth may lead to the non observation of a given allele, causing,
e.g. a heterozygous genotype to be observed as homozygous for the only ob-
served allele. In the case of the continuous coding not only the absence of an
allele is a possibility, but also a lower read depth may lead to larger variance in
the observed ratio genotype. In order to check which read depth would be ideal
for filtering the data, 20 samples that had been genotyped two or three times
in the dataset were analyzed. Previously we have used error-rate in duplicated
samples to define an optimal read depth requirement. The error-rate statistic
is the ratio of datapoints that have different values to the total number of dat-
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apoints, given that the datapoints came from two distinct DNA samples from
the same plant or clone. In the case of continuous coding, calling two datapoints
to be equal or different may require the definition of a threshold of similarity,
that should be determined independently. An alternative statistic would be the
use of variance per locus. One would expect that the variance at a locus would
be zero for replicates of the same DNA. But the variance may correlate with al-
lele frequency or heterozygosity of a given molecular marker. In order to avoid
this issue, we made use of two opposing statistics, the Euclidean distance taken
from molecular marker values between replicated samples, and the Euclidean
distance from non-replicated samples. For a varying threshold of read-depth,
fig. 4.2 shows the mean distance computed only between replicated genotypes
and mean distance only among different genotypes (left panel), and the ratio
between these two distances (right panel). Based on this ratio, the best read-
depth is 80, with a ratio of 0.56 between the distances. The filtering based on
read depth will introduce missing datapoints, so that by requiring a minimum
of 50% non missing data per genotype after requiring minimum 80 read-depth,
we will end up with only 13,379 molecular markers. Figure 4.3 shows the re-
duction in number of molecular markers and samples as it is required at least
50% non-missing data for both markers and samples.
Taking into account the variance in the distances computed for the different
pairs of genotypes, we observe that there is non-significant difference between
the ratio of distances at read depth 80 and 50, whereas this last read depth pro-
vides a larger amount of markers, 48,780. The read depth of 50 was used then
as the threshold for filtering data points, with further requirement that both for
markers and samples the amount of missing data is not larger than 50%. These
criteria resulted in a final data set of 48,830 SNPs in 1,476 different genotypes.
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Figure 4.2: The mean Euclidean distance was computed between pairs of
genotypes filtering datapoints on different thresholds for read
depth. On the left, the mean distance for pairs of replicated
genotypes (mean.eq) and pairs of non-replicated genotypes
(mean.noneq) is presented. On the right, the ratio (mean dis-
tance of non-replicated over replicated pairs) between these
distances is shown.
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Figure 4.3: Reduction in number of samples and markers as the require-
ment of read depth increases.
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Molecular marker matrices formulation
Among the 48,830 SNPs in the final set, 6,706 were similar to the one presented
in fig. 4.1, panel B, where most of the genotype calls were heterozygous if the
discrete coding is used, but there was more genotypic variation in continuous
coding. Here a threshold of 1% of non-heterozygous genotype calls was used
for the discrete coding version, and a threshold of 0.05 standard deviation for
the continuous coding, which we will refer to as “polymorphic” markers, in the
sense that they are polymorphic in both coding systems.
With this result, 3 versions of the molecular marker matrix were obtained:
• Matrix D: using discrete coding with only the 42,124 markers that were
polymorphic.
• MatrixC: using continuous coding with only the 42,124 markers that were
polymorphic.
• MatrixC2: using continuous coding with all the 6,706 markers not included
in the previous matrices.
For each of the above matrices, a corresponding relationship matrix among
the genotyped individuals was estimated using equation 4.1:
K =
MM t
k
(4.1)
WhereM is the mean imputed and centered molecular marker matrix with
SNP information in columns and individuals in rows, obtained fromD, C and
C2. The scaling constant k was chosen to be mean(diagonal(MM t)).
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How these different representations of molecular marker data impacts the
overall relationship between pairs of individuals was analyzed through Princi-
pal Component Analysis (PCA), computed by the Singular Value Decomposi-
tion of the relationship matrices fromD, C and C2.
4.2.2 Association Analysis
In order to assess the effect of the coding system for markers in the ability to
study quantitative traits, we performed association tests for all markers. For the
sugarcane population under consideration, phenotypic records for two breed-
ing cycles were available, Cycle ’05 and ’06, and the former was used for the
association analysis as it contained a larger number of individuals. The phe-
notypes Weight (total biomass weight from harvested plot), Brix (total soluble
solids %, mostly sugars), Pol (sucrose content in cane juice as % of biomass,
measured by polarimetry) and Fiber (non soluble solid content from stalks, in
% weight) were measured for plant crop (first harvest) and ratoon crop (second
harvest), with measurements taken in Early or Late season genotypes. Due to
the higher broad sense heritability of Fiber, it was used in the results reported
here. In total there were measurements from 484 clones taken in the early sea-
son, and 424 clones in the late season, with these same clones being harvested
for the plant crop and ratton crop. Those four conditions were considered as
four traits in the association tests.
In order to allow non-additive relationships between marker values in the
continuous coding and phenotypes, a Generalized Additive Model (GAM) was
fit to marker effects, as well as a regular additive linear model (LM). The GAM
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model was not fit to the discrete coding system.
As shown in fig. 4.4, population structure was observed in this population
due to more frequent use of some parents in the crosses that formed the pop-
ulation. In order to control for population structure in association tests, the
pedigree and four principle components of the population were used.
Quantile-Quantile plots for the p-values of the association tests were used
to assess the effect of population structure on the statistical significance of tests.
The EMMAX method (to use a random effect with covariance from pedigree
matrix or marker matrix) or principal components from marker matrix were
evaluated. The control of population structure using pedigree data was then
preferred due to its independence from the molecular marker values. To vi-
sualize regions associated to the traits, Manhattan plots were used, where the
marker p-values were plotted at the genomic position of the corresponding
marker. This position was obtained from alignment of the sequence of the
molecular markers to the sequence from the sorghum genome.
4.2.3 Genomic Prediction
In order to further evaluate the usefulness in the continuous coding to study
quantitative traits, we performed genomic prediction using the same popula-
tion and traits used in the association analysis. Besides using genomic best
linear unbiased predictor (GBLUP) for prediction, we sought to apply meth-
ods that might explore non-linear relationships between predictors in the data,
including Support Vector Machines (SVM), Random Forests (RF), and Repro-
ducing Kernel Hilbert Spaces (RKHS).
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Optimization of hyper-parameters
The methods SVM, RF and RKHS rely on hyper-parameters that are not esti-
mated through the fitting process, rather they need to be provided or estimated
from the data. To do this, we made use of the phenotype records and genotypes
from Cycle ’06, making the hyper-parameter estimation independent from the
prediction evaluation that we perform using only the Cycle ’05 data.
As in the association analysis, the trait Fiber was used due to its higher broad
sense heritability. In total there were measurements from 306 clones taken in
early season, and 339 clones in late season for the Cycle ’06, with these same
clones being harvested twice. We then considered those four conditions as four
traits.
For each of the methods SVM, RF and RKHS, and a range of corresponding
hyper-parameter values, a cross-validation schema was performed, using five
folds with three replicates. At each iteration, we recorded the correlation be-
tween the observed phenotypic values of the validation set and their predicted
values based on the training population for the method under evaluation. This
process was repeated for each of the four traits (Fiber trait conditions) and ma-
tricesD,C andC2. The hyper-parameter values that provided the best average
correlation across folds and replicates were chosen, for each prediction method
(SVM, RF, RKHS), trait and matrix, and then used in the subsequent analyses.
Evaluation of Genomic Prediction
For the actual evaluation of genomic prediction, data from Cycle ’05 was used
since it had a larger number of individuals: 484 clones in early season and 424
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clones in late season. Eight fold cross-validation with five replicates was used
to evaluate the prediction accuracy for the four fiber traits. Prediction accuracy
was estimated using the mean correlation between predicted and observed val-
ues for the validation set, across all iterations. The methods GBLUP, SVM, RF
and RHKS were evaluated.
Prediction accuracies were obtained using the matrices D, C and C2. For
the GBLUP method, a second analysis was performed using a multiple-kernel
model, where besides a random effect with covariance matrix from matrixD, a
second random effect was included with effects correlated accordingly to either
matrix C or matrix C2.
4.3 Results
4.3.1 Representation of relationships in different coding sys-
tems
We observed differences, due to marker coding system, in the relationship be-
tween the genotypes in a PCA. Plots of the first two components are presented
in fig. 4.4. The initial components explained a small amount of the total vari-
ance, 15.9%, 17.3% and 14.4% for the first component of respectively D, C and
C2. ComparingD andC, we noticed that their first component correlation was
high, 0.96, as well their second component, 0.95, and the correlation between
all off diagonal elements in these matrices was 0.92. In the comparison between
matrices D and C2, their first components had a correlation of 0.87, and their
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Figure 4.4: PCA plot from the first and second components obtained by
singular value decomposition of the molecular marker matri-
ces D, C and C2. Each dot represents one genotype, with
colors being consistent across the panels and representing the
progeny of the three most frequently used male parents in this
population. The amount of variation (% of the total variance)
explained by the components is shown in the labels for the
axes.
second components were not correlated, -0.05. Overall the correlation between
off-diagonal elements in the matrices was 0.69, which is smaller than the previ-
ous comparison. The second component fromC2 seemed to encode information
not present in D, and consequently, also not in C. In fact, checking all compo-
nents from D, the one most similar to the second component from C2 had a
correlation of 0.34.
Therefore it seems that the change in coding from discrete to continuous does
not change significantly the estimation of relationships between genotypes, but
it can give access to markers not polymorphic in discrete coding.
It remains to be checked what impact this extra information can have when
analyzing quantitative traits. This is presented in the next sections.
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4.3.2 Association analysis
The Quantile-Quantile plot for the p-values of the association tests is shown in
fig. 4.5. There seemed to remain some effect of population structure due to the
slight inflation of observed p-values in the lower end (values below 2 in the
−log10 scale), but this effect was not reduced in tests with different formulations
to control for population structure. In fig. 4.5 results for the discrete coding are
shown in the top panel and results for the continuous coding in the lower one,
where both LM and GAM results are shown. The GAM modeling did not yield
stronger associations to the traits than LM, and the lower curve of dots for GAM
can be interpreted as lower power to detect associations for these cases. For this
reason GAM results were not used in the Manhattam plots (fig. 4.6).
Manhattan plots showing association tests across the genome for the four
Fiber traits are presented in fig. 4.6. The peaks on the y-axis have different color
depending on whether the corresponding marker was tested using discrete or
continuous coding. In fig. 4.6 markers from matrices C and C2 were plotted to-
gether to simplify the visualization, but it implies that there are more markers in
use for the continuous coding than the number for the discrete version, increasing
the chance for finding hits in the former case. Nevertheless, the visualization of
results in figs. 4.5 and 4.6 does not support a clear difference between results
from either of the codings.
Alternatively we computed the number of significant hits, for a range of sig-
nificance thresholds from 0.001 to 10−5. Results are presented in fig. 4.7, where
in panel A matrices C and C2 were used together (as in fig. 4.6), but in panel B
only matrixC is used. In all cases, only model LM was used. These results show
that for any of the significance levels the number of significant associations was
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Figure 4.5: Quantile-quantile plot, comparing the expected distribution of
p-values under the Null Hypothesis of no marker effect, and
the observed distribution of p-values from association tests.
Association tests were performed with markers in continuous
coding (top) and discrete coding (bottom), for 4 fiber traits.
always higher for the continuous coding.
In order to compare the LM and GAM models in continuous coding, for the
same range of significance thresholds as in fig. 4.7, we computed the number of
significant markers for GAM model, that were not significant for LM modeling
(table 4.2). Figure 4.8 shows three examples of significant markers (p-value <
10−4) for the GAM model which were not relatively significant for LM model
(p-value > 0.05), a scatter-plot of values of the markers and the values from the
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Figure 4.6: Plotting of the p-values for the association tests of molecular
markers for 4 fiber traits. The markers are positioned on the
sorghum chromosomes according to sequence alignment. As-
sociation tests were performed with markers in discrete coding
(D matrix) and continuous coding (C and C2 matrices com-
bined here), presented in different colors.
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Figure 4.7: Number of significant hits in association tests for varying val-
ues of threshold. Different lines are plotted for the number of
hits when using the discrete coding (matrix D) and continuous
coding using LM model. In A results from matrices C and C2
are combined. In B values from C2 are not included in the con-
tinuous coding results.
trait in which the test was significant is shown, Fiber from first harvest late.
With the GAM modeling there was an increase of between 6% and 16% in the
number of hits found, in relation to the number of significant hits using the LM
model (table 4.2).
Table 4.2: Number of significant tests using GAM
model that were not significant in LM model, for a
range of thresholds. Only results for continuous coding
are considered.
Threshold [−log10] # hits % increase in hits in relation to LM
3.0 111 15.6
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Threshold [−log10] # hits % increase in hits in relation to LM
3.5 31 9.5
4.0 14 10.7
4.5 5 7.8
5.0 2 6.1
From the results in figs. 4.5 and 4.6, fiber measured at 2nd Harvest and late
season showed larger effect associations, for both matricesD and R. In fig. 4.6
the most significant associations came from markers that mostly aligned to one
of the arms of chromosome 9, and both matrices showed significant markers at
this peak.
4.3.3 Genomic Prediction
The prediction accuracy results are presented in fig. 4.9, for all combinations of
fiber traits, prediction methods, and the matrices D, C and C2. Using matrix
D, prediction accuracy values varied from 0.29 to 0.37, for matrix C values
varied from 0.3 to 0.41, and for matrix C2 values varied from 0.29 to 0.41. With
regard to the prediction methods, table 4.3 shows the method that had the best
performance for each combination of trait and molecular marker matrix. In half
the cases, GBLUP was the best one, and RF was never the best. For most cases,
excluding RF, the difference is small between the methods. Table 4.4 shows the
best matrix for all combinations of traits and methods. In all but two cases, the
markers analyzed as continuous coding (matricesC andC2) had the best results.
It is noticeable that, despite the smaller number of molecular markers used in
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Figure 4.8: Trait values of Fiber (Harvest 1 late) plotted against marker val-
ues in continuous coding. Three examples of markers that were
significant (p-value < 10−4) for GAM model, but were not sig-
nificant for LM model (p-value < 0.05) are shown. Continu-
ous lines show the estimates for the smooth functions fitted in
the GAM model, and the shadowed regions delimit confidence
bands at two standard deviation above and bellow the estimate
of the smooth functions.
matrix C2, for GBLUP, RKHS and SVM, its prediction accuracies were better
than using matrixD for both Early season cases (fig. 4.9, panels on the left), and
not much smaller in the Late cases (fig. 4.9, panels on the right).
Given the small differences between the best performing prediction meth-
ods, and the most common best method being GBLUP, we analyzed the predic-
tion accuracy in a multiple-kernel setting focused on the GBLUP method. Here,
we included either the matrixC or the matrixC2 as a second random predictor
term (kernel) in the GBLUP model. Figure 4.10 shows a comparison of the pre-
dictions using multiple-kernel GBLUP and the regular GBLUP (results already
shown in fig. 4.9). The use of the second kernel did not improve significantly in
relation to the best performing results with single kernel.
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Figure 4.9: Mean prediction accuracy in cross validation with eight folds
and five replications, for the trait Fiber under four conditions.
Predictions were based on markers under discrete coding (ma-
trixD) or continuous coding (matrices C and C2), and for each
coding, the methods GBLUP, RKHS, SVM and RF were used.
Table 4.3: Method that provided the best prediction re-
sult for each combination of Trait and Matrix.
trait D C C2
Harvest 1 - Early GBLUP RKHS SVM
Harvest 1 - Late SVM GBLUP RKHS
Harvest 2 - Early GBLUP GBLUP GBLUP
Harvest 2 - Late SVM GBLUP RKHS
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Figure 4.10: Mean prediction accuracy in Cross Validation. Predictions
were based on model with single kernel (using matrices D,
C and C2) or two kernels (usingD+C or usingD+C2).
Table 4.4: Matrix that provided the best prediction re-
sult for each combination of Trait and Method.
trait GBLUP RF RKHS SVM
Harvest 1 - Early C C C C2
Harvest 1 - Late C C C D
Harvest 2 - Early C2 C C C2
Harvest 2 - Late C C C D
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4.4 Discussion
In this study we analyzed the effect of using a molecular marker coding that
might use dosage information for alleles. Sugarcane was used to evaluate this,
taking advantage of its high ploidy level and availability of molecular marker
sequencing data. We used two coding systems for the molecular markers, one
that makes a simplified representation of the marker data (discrete coding), and
another that makes a representation that is potentially influenced by the dosage
of observed alleles (continuous coding).
Our data do not allow the independent verification of how read counts cor-
relate to actual allele dosage. This is an assumption in order to assert that ratios
used in the continuous coding represent the dosage ratio between alleles, which
is a claim that cannot be made in the current analysis. On the other hand, the
reproducibility of ratios in the same genotype observed in comparison to ran-
dom pairs of different genotypes (fig. 4.2) shows that the ratios may encode
relevant information. The relationship between individuals was not changed
significantly when observed in the PCA (fig. 4.4, matrixC in comparison to ma-
trixD). It remains to be tested whether a dataset with higher read depth would
produce better results, but the current results provide evidence to support the
design of experiments using higher read depth in sugarcane.
The use of coding systems that would classify the marker data in clusters
associated to individual allele dosage, as exemplified by Cordeiro et al. (2006)
and Garcia et al. (2013), may lead to cases where a portion of the molecular
markers cannot be classified due to lack of fit to the models assumed. This
might result in datasets with reduced numbers of markers. It might also be
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required to manually review the classification results, hindering the use of such
a method in high throughput settings. On the other hand, the use of a continuous
coding, which is based on few assumptions without a modeling of the observed
marker data, led to an increase in the number of polymorphic makers in the
current project, which were separated to theC2 matrix. There was also evidence
that the markers under continuous coding were able to encode information not
present in the discrete coding, as revealed by the lower correlation between off-
diagonal elements from the relationship matrices derived from the matrices D
and C2.
Recently, Endelman et al. (2018) demonstrated the advantage of using
dosage information in GP for the tetraploid potato. In sugarcane, Garcia et al.
(2006) has demonstrated the use of markers having a 1:3 segregation ratio
(which can be derived from double dosage alleles, or a single dose allele from
both parents from a biparental cross) for linkage mapping, but tests in asso-
ciation with traits or genomic prediction was lacking. Here we observed an
increase in the number of significant hits in association tests when using dosage
coding. In GP, results showed a small difference in prediction accuracy in the
comparison between continuous and discrete coding, but in most of the cases
there was an advantage when using continuous coding. We observed cases when
even a smaller dataset of continuous coded markers was able to outperform the
larger discrete coded dataset (fig. 4.10). In general, there was advantage when us-
ing continuous coding in the analyses that related phenotypic traits to molecular
marker information (GWAS and GP) when dosage information was attempted
to be included through the use of continuous coding.
The use of a test based on non-linear models (GAM) allowed to find a few
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more hits over the ones already found found using a linear model, in GWAS,
demonstrating how the continuous coding can take advantage of non-linear re-
gression modeling. For GP, the use of models that would explore non-linear
relationships between the predictors (SVM, RF and RKHS) did not outperform
the GBLUP model. The traits used for this study were previously observed to
be quantitatively inherited and controlled by additive genetic effects (Hogarth,
1987), which could be a factor limiting the accuracy of the non-linear models.
The hypothesis of this study was supported in the analyses performed here,
and so the use of molecular marker codings that are based on dosage informa-
tion can be beneficial in quantitative trait analysis for sugarcane.
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